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Abstract—This paper presents the basic physics underlying the
operation of electron beam ion traps and sources, with the machine
physics underlying their operation being described in some detail.
Predictions arising from this description are compared with some
diagnostic measurements.

Index Terms—Electron beam ion source (EBIS), electron beam
ion source/trap (EBIS/T), electron beam ion trap (EBIT), ion
source, ion trap.

I. INTRODUCTION

E LECTRON beam ion sources and traps (EBIS/Ts) are the
table-top devices of choice for those wanting to create

and study highly charged ions. An EBIS/T uses a magnetically
compressed, quasi-monoenergetic high energy and high cur-
rent density electron beam to sequentially ionize atoms or ions
with a low charge state. The long confinement time required for
the stepwise ionization is achieved by keeping the ions in an
ultra-high vacuum trapping environment whilst exposing them
to the electron beam. Radial trapping is achieved through the
space charge of the electron beam, axial trapping by the negative
biasing of a central drift tube with respect to two end drift tubes.
If a low background pressure is not achieved, background gas
rapidly becomes ionized and trapped. These ions in turn neu-
tralize the electron beam’s space charge, preventing the radial
trapping from working properly and hence, limiting the charge
states which can be obtained. This phenomenon is called com-
pensation.

To achieve a sufficiently high ionization rate, the electron
beam is magnetically compressed whilst being accelerated elec-
trostatically to the required energy (ranging typically from 500
eV to 200 keV). This beam is launched from a high perveance
electron gun sited in a region of zero or low magnetic field. From
here, it is accelerated toward the trap region, being compressed
by a rising magnetic field, which reaches its peak value at the
trap region. This magnetic field is created using either a single
solenoid or a pair of superconducting Helmholtz coils, situated
around the trap region.

In contrast to other types of ion sources (e.g., electron cy-
clotron resonance ion source, ECRIS) which also make use of
electron impact ionization, the quasi-monoenergetic nature of
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the electron beam used in EBIS/Ts has the particular benefit
that the trapped ions are not exposed to low energy electrons.
The electron–ion recombination cross section scales approxi-
mately as where is the interaction energy. Hence, low
energy electrons give rise to a large recombination rate, tending
to drive the charge balance in other ionization sources toward
lower charge state. Futhermore, control of this electron beam
energy allows one to preferentially create a few selected charge
states, particularly at or near closed shell configurations.

The electron beam ion source (EBIS) was first developed by
Donets et al. [1], [2]. Previous to the development of this device,
the concept had been used, although not with nearly the same
degree of success. Furthermore, previous devices lacked many
of the refinements introduced by Donets’ group.

Perhaps the earliest use of the principle that a magnetically
compressed electron beam interacting with atoms can produce
positively charged ions dates back to Bleakney in 1929 [3].
Subsequently, Plumlee [4] used an ion trap in the source of a
mass spectrometer and observed positive ions of mercury up
to . Collision processes were first studied by Baker and
Hasted [5] who measured ionization cross sections for ,

, , and . Trapping was provided by the space charge
of a magnetically confined electron beam and confinement times
of around 100 were achieved. Redhead [6] improved the axial
trapping by adding potential barriers at the ends of the ioniza-
tion region. The improved trapping, with trapping times of up
to 0.5 s and the use of higher electron densities lead to ions with
charge states up to , , and being observed.

Following related developmental work by Schmieder et al.
[7], the first electron beam ion trap (EBIT) was developed by
Levine et al. [8]. EBITs have a Helmholtz coils arrangement to
allow radiation to enter and leave the trap region through obser-
vation ports. Hence, they can be used for spectroscopy. They are
also generally constructed with a short trap length (typically 3
cm) to ensure certain plasma instablities do not occur [9]. How-
ever, more recent developments [10] suggest that this restriction
can be relaxed.

The original EBIT was upgraded for higher energy operation,
being dubbed super-EBIT [11]. Among the range of notable
achievements made with the upgraded device was the creation
of bare uranium [12]. With this important milestone, EBIT tech-
nology came of age, demonstrating that any ion of any stable
element can in principle be created and studied with these ma-
chines or delivered to other apparatus.

In literature, there has often been a distinction made between
EBISs and EBITs. EBISs, as their name implies, are used to de-
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Fig. 1. Ionization potential plotted as a function of charge state for selected
elements. Data from [14].

liver ions to other experiments while EBITs exploit the split so-
lenoid arrangement for detection and introduction of photons for
in situ studies. However, this distinction is somewhat arbitrary
since most EBITs are used to deliver ions to other experiments
and the underlying machine physics is essentially the same. Ac-
cordingly, throughout this paper, we will generally use the term,
EBIS/T, except where specific differentiation is required.

The community of EBIS/T users enjoys a (typically) biennial
conference specifically devoted to these devices and their appli-
cations. The most recent, the “Ninth International Symposium
on Electron Beam Ion Sources and Traps and Their Applica-
tions (EBIS/T 2004)” was held at Tokyo Metropolitan Univer-
sity, Tokyo, Japan. The proceedings of this meeting provide an
up to date summary of developments in the field [13].

Since EBIS/Ts achieve ion creation through electron impact
ionization, and since the ionization potential grows rapidly with
increasing nuclear charge (becoming as high as 137 keV for the
final electron orbiting hydrogen-like uranium), a high energy
electron beam is required. Fig. 1 shows the ionization potential
as a function of the charge state being ionized for selected ele-
ments. Additionally, the limit for creation of bare ions is
also shown. In practice, one requires an EBIS/T to be operating
at two or three times the ionization potential of the ion of charge

, where is the required charge state. This is done to en-
sure sufficient creation since the ionization cross section slowly
increases from the threshold.

In the trap region of an EBIT, a wide array of processes oc-
curs as is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. An ion interacting
with the electron beam can be stripped of one or more of its elec-
trons through electron impact ionization, driving it up the stair-
case shown. Recombination reactions can occur, whereby an ion
can gain an electron, emitting one or more photons of charac-
teristic energy to stabilize the ion, resulting in the ion moving
one step down the staircase. Even in the best vacuum there is
some residual gas. Being very highly charged, the trapped ions
have a large cross section for charge exchange, the predominant
process resulting in the transfer of a single electron. This again
will move the ion one step down the staircase. As is described
in Section II, it is usually possible to ascribe a temperature to
each charge state of the trapped ions. Since the ions are trapped
with a finite trapping depth, ions from the high velocity tail of

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the coupling of neighboring charge states
of Ar ions due to atomic physics processes. Height of each step is proportional
to the ionization potential required to form that charge state to emphasize
the increased difficulty in creating the higher charge states. Insert shows the
couplings between neighboring charge states and the escape process.

the velocity distribution associated with a given charge state are
able to escape from the trap. All of these “charge changing” and
escape processes typically occur on time scales of the order of
10 ms.

The motion of a single ion in the EBIS/T trapping environ-
ment occurs on a much quicker timescale and is amenable to
an analytical description [15]–[17]. However, this description is
not particularly valuable toward understanding the charge evo-
lution of ions in an EBIS/T. At the ion densities and tempera-
tures typically encountered in EBIS/Ts, ion–ion collisions lead
to cross-field diffusion on a time scale faster than the charge
changing and escape processes depicted in Fig. 2. This cross-
field diffusion causes the trapped ions to form a cloud, which
surrounds and penetrates the electron beam, with the highest
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Fig. 3. Schematic figure of the Tokyo EBIT. Note, the collector support and
associated accelerator tube are not shown. Magnetic coils are shown as the
darkest regions of the figure.

density along the electron beam axis. Once cross-field diffu-
sion is considered within the framework of the Vlasov equation
[15] or otherwise [16], it can be shown that the magnetic field
no longer plays any role in long-term trapping of the ions. The
description of ion trapping then can be made in terms of the
electrostatic potential of the system alone. Such a description is
outlined in Section II-B.

In order to properly determine the electrostatic potential, one
must start with a description of the electron beam. Such a de-
scription is given after the main component parts of an EBIT
are outlined in Section II. Section II-C describes the dynamics
of forming the charge balance of trapped ions inside an EBIS/T.
Since the spatial distribution of the ions of a given species is de-
termined by its characteristic temperature, the temperature dy-
namics is discussed in Section II-D. The result is a self-con-
sistent but somewhat complicated description of the machine
physics of EBIS/Ts. Through various approximations, a con-
siderably simpler, but also considerably more approximate de-
scription of the ion creation rate for a given species and set of
machine parameters is developed. The more complete descrip-
tion is compared to various machine physics related experiments
in Section III through which the model is essentially validated.

II. MACHINE PHYSICS

The major subassemblies of an EBIS/T, the electron gun, the
trap and the collector all lie along a single beam axis, as is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. The trap region is surrounded by magnetic coils
and consists of a series of cylindrical drift tubes through which
the electron beam passes. In several machines, the magnetic
coils are super-conducting, being held typically at a tempera-

ture of around 4 K by liquid helium. The drift tubes are in good
thermal contact with the cryostat, so they are cooled to a similar
temperature, acting as an efficient cryopump for the trap region.
The electron gun is designed to produce a high current laminar
flow electron beam suitable for acceleration into the trap region.
The outside of the electron gun is encased in soft iron, to shield
the cathode from the magnetic field due to the superconducting
magnet. Launching the electron beam from a region of zero or
near zero magnetic field ensures maximum beam compression.
It is important that the magnetic field rises in the correct manner
to ensure the compression occurs without significant scalloping
of the electron beam. This condition is usually ensured through
trajectory simulations using well-established software packages
[18], [19].

Typically, the electron beam can have a current of 100 mA
and have been accelerated through a potential of 30 kV. Hence,
to dump it would require dissipation of 3 kW of direct current
power. Clearly, this is unreasonable so instead the electron beam
is decelerated as it moves toward a collector assembly also sit-
uated in a region of zero or low magnetic field. The electron
beam enters the collector, expanding due to the reducing mag-
netic field, and is finally collected on the inner face of the col-
lector electrode which is biased typically 1 kV positive with re-
spect to the cathode. Just in front of the electrode used to collect
the electrons are one or more suppressor electrodes. These act to
stop low energy secondary electrons from leaving the collector.
Otherwise, these electrons could be re-accelerated back along
the beam axis to subsequently collide with parts of the trap re-
gion.

In the following description of the physics occurring in the
trap region of such a machine, the generic label will be used
to refer to a particular charge state of ions as an index. Prop-
erly we should also use a second subscript to denote the par-
ticular element trapped in the EBIS/T as it is quite common
to operate EBIS/Ts with ions of more than one element being
trapped. Hence, there is a unique value of and for each
species trapped. For example, the number density of charge state

of element should be denoted . In most cases, in this ac-
count, we drop the index throughout for brevity. However,
when denoting the index to summations, a double index , or
, will be used when the summation is over all charge states

of all elements. For readability, we denote the charge number
by where it is not being used as an index, and use for the
charge of the ion. Hence, where is the
elementary charge.

Several assumptions are usually made when describing the
machine physics of EBIS/Ts. These assumptions are that there
is cylindrical symmetry of the trap environment, there is a square
shaped axial potential and that each charge state of trapped ions
has a single temperature applicable to all degrees of freedom.
However, a distinct temperature must be associated with each
charge state, with the higher charge states having higher tem-
peratures. Each of these assumptions is reasonable, as will be
shown below. One more assumption commonly made is that
both the trap and the ion distributions are much longer than they
are wide. In EBITs, with their characteristically shorter trap re-
gions, this final assumption is valid only when the depth of the
axial potential is less than about 150 V [17].
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Fig. 4. Summary of relationships in the machine physics of EBIS/Ts and the
sections in this paper in which they are described. Arrows show causal links
with the corresponding variables being shown alongside the arrows. f and
f are overlap factors which serve to scale various interactions according to
the overlap of the species concerned. N is the number density on axis per unit
length of the trapped species and T is its temperature. V (�) is the space charge
potential of the electron beam and J is its current density.

There are several inter-related concepts underlying the ma-
chine physics as are summarized in Fig. 4. With the exception of
charge exchange, the electron beam drives all the atomic physics
processes occurring in the trap (see Fig. 2). It also provides ra-
dial trapping and hence determines the spatial distribution of
the trapped ions through . Through the Landau–Spitzer
and ionization heating mechanisms described below, the elec-
tron beam also heats the trapped ions.

Charge dynamics refers to processes which lead to trapped
ions being created or changing their charge state through atomic
physics reactions or escaping (axially or radially) from the trap.
Axial number densities can be used to track this dynamics,
providing normalization factors for the spatial distributions.

Energy dynamics refers to processes which change the char-
acteristic temperature associated with a particular species.
The units of temperature used throughout this paper are elec-
tronvolts as temperatures are often compared to some form of
electrostatic potential experienced by the ions. Hotter ions spend
less of their time close to the beam axis and hence have lower
electron–ion overlap factors, . The electron beam provides
the major source of heating, having the biggest effect on higher
charge states. Cooling is predominantly made through axial es-
cape, which happens faster for higher and lower charge
states. Ion–ion collisions give rise to energy sharing between the
different charge states meaning that while distinct temperatures
are required for the various charge states, they vary smoothly
across the range of charge states. Because the heating happens
most strongly for higher charge states while the cooling is pre-
dominantly of the lower charge states, the temperature tends to
increase as the charge state increases. However, when consid-
ering the trapping of the ions, the important factor is the ratio
of the temperature to the potential experienced by the ions in-
cluding its charge state i.e., terms like . This term in-
creases as the charge state increases and so the higher charge

states tend to be more strongly trapped, which is a very impor-
tant property of EBIS/T operation.

Ion spatial distributions (one per charge state) describe the
locations of trapped ions. These can be most conveniently cast
as axial number densities per unit length by assuming the ion
cloud is much longer than it is wide. These distributions gener-
ally extend beyond the electron beam and ions explore the whole
phase space available to them faster than charge-changing or es-
cape processes occur. Hence, it is meaningful to derive overlap
factors between ion species and the electron beam or ion
species and to use these overlap factors to scale the rates
of various processes which lead to change of charge or energy
or both. Work must be done to change the spatial distributions
since it requires transport of ions across equipotential contours.
This work is accounted for within the framework of the energy
dynamics.

A. The Electron Beam

A zero-temperature electron gas correctly launched from a
cathode situated at zero magnetic field would be expected to be
compressed by a magnetic field of to form a beam with a
characteristic radius equal to the Brillion radius

(1)

where is the electron current in the beam, and is the elec-
tron beam energy at the trap, with the dimensions of the quan-
tities being given in square brackets. Since the electrons are
emitted thermionically, they have a nonzero temperature so (1)
provides an overestimate of the compression achieved. In such
a situation, Herrmann theory [20] gives a good prediction for
the measured radius [21]–[23] through which 80% of the beam
passes as

(2)

Here, is the cathode radius, is the characteristic elec-
tron energy at the cathode, is the electron mass, is the
proton charge, and is the magnetic field at the cathode. The
beam radius becomes a minimum when . This is the
reason EBIS/Ts have the soft iron shield and bucking coil de-
scribed above. In practice, the bucking coil current is usually
empirically tuned for best performance in terms of extracted ion
yield or detected photon yield (EBITs only) rather than the ac-
tual beam radius being measured. Provided the ratios in round
brackets are dimensionless, any system of units can be used for
the quantities in (2), with and having the same units. For
example, if SI units are used for all the other quantities and is
taken from (1), then has units of micrometers. The first term
in round brackets is usually much greater than unity. Neglecting
the comparatively small constants, enforcing and con-
verting to suitable units, the minimum attainable beam radius is
then

(3)
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Fig. 5. Schematic figure of the trapping environment of the Tokyo EBIT.
Insulators are shown by the white regions of the figure; metal by the dark
regions. The whole trap has cylindrical symmetry. Usually the three central
metal electrode are shorted to act as a single drift tube.

with in electronvolts and all other quantities in SI-units. This
equation predicts a beam radius of about 30 , consistent with
several measurements for the machines concerned [21]–[23].

Assuming the electron beam has a “top-hat” like profile
with all the charge bounded inside a radial region (typically
about equal to the Herrmann radius ) lying along the axis of
cylindrical symmetry of the machine, the potential is given by
Poisson’s equation to be

(4)

(5)

Here, is determined by the total charge per unit length of
the electron beam and is given (in convenient units, denoted in
square brackets) by

(6)

where is the total beam current and is the electron
beam energy. Since does not depend on the electron beam
radius, neither does the potential energy required to move an
ion from the centre of the beam to the edge. The form of (5),
however, is such that the potential required for an ion to reach
the drift tube wall (typically situated 5 mm from the beam axis)
does depend on the electron beam radius.

B. Trapping and the Ion Cloud Shape

The essentials of the trapping environment are shown in
Fig. 5. It is convenient to treat the trapping potential as sepa-
rable into the product of radial and axial functions. Although
an approximation, this separation is reasonable because the
electron beam and the ion clouds are usually much longer than
they are wide. Then, the axial distribution is governed largely
by the voltages applied to the electrodes whilst the radial
distribution is governed by the electron beam’s space charge.

The ions are trapped axially by applying suitable voltages
to a series of cylindrical drift tubes comprising the trap. Vari-
ations in the specific drift tube structure occur from device to
device but the conventional mode of operation is where the cen-
tral drift tube (comprised of three separate electrodes in Fig. 5)
is negatively biased by a few volts to a few hundred volts with

respect to the outer drift tubes. Radial trapping is due to the
electron beam’s space charge potential as given by (4) and (5).
Axial trapping occurs for all positive ions with a sufficiently
low enough axial component of momentum to be “reflected” be-
tween the two drift-tube potentials. If a voltage is applied
to the outer drift tubes with respect to the central drift tube, the
trap depth is approximately given by

(7)

where is the radius of the inner wall of the two end drift
tubes and is the same quantity for the central drift tube. The
second term is a small correction due to the image charge which
the electron beam induces on the drift tube walls. The drift-tubes
are deliberately shaped so as to produce a nearly square-shaped
potential along the beam axis. This distribution has several ad-
vantages, including the minimization of ionization heating (see
Section II-D). This form of axial potential distribution means
that the ion distribution can be considered to be uniform in the
space between the two end drift tubes. The depth of this axial po-
tential determines the rate of axial escape of the ions and hence
controls the predominant cooling mechanism, discussed in Sec-
tion II-D.

The trap can be configured with voltages applied asymmetri-
cally (i.e., different voltages applied to the first and last drift
tubes with respect to the central drift tube). In this case the
lowest of the two values is the one which determines the
trap depth. This is because ions make many passes along the
trap between collisions and so can find this minimum barrier if
they have sufficient axial kinetic energy. This effect can be used
to advantage when extracting ions in “leaky mode” (i.e., letting
them escape continuously). In such a situation it is usual to bias
the drift tube nearest to the collector less than the one nearest to
the gun (both with respect to the central drift tube). Then ions
preferentially escape toward the collector with a chance of being
extracted into the ion transport system.

Since only electrostatic terms have an effect [15], [16], the
equilibrium spatial density distribution of the ions of charge
and characteristic temperature is given by a Boltzman dis-
tribution

(8)

where is the electrostatic trapping potential given by

(9)

is the density of ions of species , on the beam axis,
. Note here the summation is over the double index , to

emphasize it is over all trapped ions. The contribution due to the
electron beam, given by (4)–(6) is partially compensated
for by the sum of terms. is the potential due to the
space charge of ions of charge state in the trap. must now
satisfy Poisson’s equation [16]

(10)
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with . The unit step function
is unity inside and zero outside the electron beam and de-

scribes the top-hat shaped charge distribution. Other forms of
electron beam profile can be modeled by changing this term.
For other realistic beam profiles (e.g., Gaussian) the results are
similar to those reported here.

For given sets of and (10) can be solved for
numerically as an initial value problem in two variables,
and . This problem can be solved by starting at the
axis with the value of both of these variables set to zero.
Once the solution is propagated to the drift tube, all the values
of the potential calculated can then be shifted by an additive
constant so that the value of the potential at the drift tube radius
is equal to the value applied to the central drift tube, as required
by the boundary condition. The information used to solve the
right hand side of (10) corresponds to the two arrows pointing
into the box labeled “Ion Spatial Distributions” in Fig. 4. Once

is determined, the ion cloud radial distributions can be
calculated from (8). For species , the total number of ions per
length in the trap , and the total number in the beam are
given by the appropriate integrals over the resultant distribution

(11)

and

(12)

The electron–ion overlap factor is the ratio of ions inside the
electron beam to ions in the trap

(13)

Hotter ions spend less time in the electron beam, have lower
electron–ion overlap factors and hence have lower rates for elec-
tron–ion interactions. Trapped ions compensate for the space
charge of the electron beam which acts to trap them. Eventu-
ally, the radial trapping is completely removed when the posi-
tive charge of the trapped ions exactly compensates the negative
charge of the electron beam. However, if the axial trap depth is
shallow enough (typically a few times ), the highest charge
states are confined inside the electron beam and the space charge
of the electron beam is only slightly compensated by the trapped
ions.

C. Charge Evolution

The range of processes involved in the charge evolution
of ions in an EBIS/T can be represented as a “staircase,” as
shown in Fig. 2. Because double ionization and charge transfer
generally have cross sections at least an order of magnitude less
than their single counterparts, these processes can be neglected.
Also, the temperature of the trapped ions is sufficiently low that
charge exchange only occurs through ion–neutral collisions.
The Coulomb barrier prevents a pair of ions coming close
enough for charge exchange to occur. Note that the picture
is considerably simplified because adjacent charge states are

coupled to each other only. Ions can also escape from the trap
as is described in Section II-D. For the general case, a series
of coupled differential equations, one for each charge state can
describe these processes

(14)

The first line of (14) describes electron impact ionization
. There are two terms in brackets, accounting for creation

of species from species (hence, positive sign) and for
annihilation of species along with creation of species
(hence, negative sign). Similarly, the second line describes cre-
ation and annihilation of species by radiative recombination

. Both, electron impact ionization and radiative recombi-
nation are due to interactions with electrons from the electron
beam. Hence, the cross sections are functions of the electron
beam energy and the corresponding rates scale linearly with the
current density .

The electron impact ionization cross section rises
from zero at threshold to generally peak at two or three times
the ionization potential associated with the reaction. For very
highly charged systems, this maximum can occur at higher
energy or the cross section might even increase indefinitely due
to quantum electrodynamical effects. For measurements of this
phenomenon made using EBITs and more details see [24]–[26]
and references therein. The electron impact ionization cross
section becomes smaller as more electrons are stripped away
from the target. i.e., becomes smaller for increasing . In con-
trast, the radiative recombination cross section scales
roughly as . In is noted that the radiative recombination
rate scales as due to the dependence on
through its dependence on the electron velocity.

Suppose one is interested in creating a charge balance dom-
inated by a given charge state. From the energy dependencies
described above, it is advantageous to use an electron beam en-
ergy several times greater than the threshold required to create
the charge state required. However, there is a difficulty that at
this energy further stripping of electrons can occur so higher
charge states can be made. As is shown in Fig. 1, the ionization
potential as a function of charge state shows step-like discon-
tinuities. Each of these discontinuities corresponds to opening
a new electron shell or otherwise breaking a particularly stable
electron configuration (e.g., nickel-like). In the situation that one
wants to make a charge state corresponding to a close shell con-
figuration, one can use these step-like discontinuities by setting
the electron beam energy somewhere just below the energy re-
quired to open the next shell. Then the ionization cross section
for creating the desired charge state is large, the recombination
cross section for its annihilation is small and no further ioniza-
tion can occur. The result is a charge balance strongly peaked
at the closed shell configuration. This ability to create a charge
balance strongly peaked at a chosen closed shell configuration
is the major reason that closed shell highly charged systems are
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predominantly used in experiments associated with EBIS/Ts un-
less a specific electron configuration is required for the science
under study. For example, is by far the most common
highly charged ion extracted from EBIS/Ts for ion-surface in-
teraction studies.

The third line of (14) describes charge exchange pro-
cesses. The term scales linearly with the neutral density .
Again, there are two terms in brackets to describe creation and
annihilation of ions of charge state . Charge exchange cross
sections are averaged over the velocity distribution of ions of
species to give a rate of the form where is the rel-
ative velocity. The neutral background gas is treated as being
uniform and stationary, having a much lower temperature than
the trapped ions.

The final term of (14) describes escape from the trap, corre-
sponding to the solid “thin dashed arrows” in Fig. 2. The axial
rate of escape of ions is given by [16], [27]

(15)

where is the Coulomb collision frequency (see
(24) below) for ions of charge state with all ions. Note, this
summation is over all trapped ion species so the double index ,

is used in the summation. is given by

(16)

where [as given by (7)] is the shallowest of the two end axial
trap depths over which an ion must pass to escape. These terms
describe diffusion in velocity space: due to Coulomb collisions
with all ions, a particle performs a random walk in velocity
space, but once it passes the axial threshold velocity

it escapes rapidly from the trap. Note that be-
cause , the last term in (14) contains a sum of double
products and thus, introduces a nonlinearity into
the otherwise linear system.

An analogous expression to that given in (15) has been de-
rived to describe radial escape [28] but with replaced by a
modified term . The total escape rate is then given by the
sum of two terms each of the form of the right hand side of (15),
one with as given by (16) and one with given by

(17)

where is the potential difference (including effects of ion
compensation) between the position where the ion is trapped
and the central drift tube, is the magnetic field at the trap,
is the drift tube radius, and is the mass of the ion. When

, as is often the case, this form of escape tends to be
negligible. However, it can become important when is set to
be very large and the electron beam’s space charge
is almost completely compensated. Indeed, even if the electron
beam is switched off, the magnetic field alone can trap the ions
for a considerable time through the effect of magnetic trapping
alone [29].

In general, charge exchange acts to broaden the charge bal-
ance and also move it toward lower charge state. Escape tends

to deplete the lower charge states preferentially as tends to
increase as increases. As will be discussed in Section II-D in-
troduction of a lighter system (often Ne or gas) leads to in-
creased escape of lower charged ions and hence, provides bene-
ficial cooling of the more highly charged ions. This result might
at first seem counter intuitive because the increased background
gas pressure leads to increased charge exchange. However, this
effect is outweighed by the lower temperature of the highly
charged ions due to the evaporative cooling by ions of the lighter
system being injected.

Equation (14) describes the general case, but special cases
exist where some of the terms vanish or require modification.
For example, a source term must be included to describe injec-
tion of either neutrals or ions of low charge state into the trap.
Furthermore, ionization beyond some given charge state might
no longer be allowed. In these cases, terms corresponding to
creation or annhiliation of energetically forbidden species are
simply removed.

There are two limits from which one can derive useful infor-
mation about EBIS/T behavior, without solving these differen-
tial equations exactly, the short-time limit and the equilibrium
limit. The short-time limit can be arrived at by supposing the
trap is initially empty and then it is suddenly “closed” by raising
the outer drift-tube to a potential above the central one. Ions start
to accumulate from either a background of neutral gas or some
other form of injection. At early times all reactions except ion-
ization can be neglected and the electron–ion overlaps can
be set to one. In this case, the characteristic appearance time for
species is given by

(18)

where is the electron current density. This summation is over
all the ions of one element, not all ions trapped. In practice, the
overlap factors may quickly become less than one and the other
reactions may play a role. These effects increase the character-
istic appearance time so (18) provides a lower bound.

The equilibrium limit is arrived at by setting all of the left
hand sides of the set of equations represented by (14) to zero.
Escape tends to occur predominantly for lower charge states as
is outlined in Section II-D, so when considering the high charge
states, it too can be neglected and for a low enough value of
all ions of the higher charge states tend to be inside the elec-
tron beam (i.e., ). If the trap is constantly filled due
to ionization of a background of neutral gas (i.e., the system
has a constant source term), then the equilibrium condition can
be reached. Provided a sufficiently low neutral gas injection
rate is used, the rate for charge exchange is much less than the
rate for radiative recombination. Making these assumptions, the
equlibrium condition for the highest two charge states of a given
trapped substance (the highest charge state being labeled )

(19)

from which it follows that

(20)
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It can be shown [17] that similar relationships can be derived
down the charge staircase, becoming ever more approximate,
giving the general result

(21)

It is emphasized that this result relies on the charge exchange
and escape rates being negligible, which may not always be the
case. In general, this relationship only applies for a few (the
highest) charge states present and even then is an approxima-
tion. Checks can be used to ensure these conditions are fulfilled,
which is of particular importance when trying to deduce cross
sections from the equilibrium behavior of EBITs [25], [26].

D. Energetics of the Trapped Ions

There are several processes involved in determining the
temperature dynamics of each trapped ion species. The dom-
inant processes are electron beam heating (sometimes called
Landau–Spitzer or Spitzer heating) and evaporative cooling.
Electron beam heating occurs through long-range Coulomb
collisions taking place between electrons from the beam and
trapped ions and has a rate given by

(22)

Here, is the Coulomb logarithm of species due to col-
lisions with electrons and is the velocity of the beam elec-
trons [see (29)]. The quantity is the ratio of the largest pos-
sible collision parameter (in a plasma the Debye length ) to
the mean collision parameter for 90 deflections during elec-
tron–ion collisions given by . This is a
special case of the more general 90 deflection mean collision
parameter for two charged species
where is the relative energy of the two species. Since the
ions in EBITs are actually unscreened the Debye length is to be
replaced by the drift tube radius. usually
has a value of about 10. The heating is stronger for the more
highly charged ions due to the dependence, so they are ex-
pected to be hotter.

Evaporative cooling occurs because the more energetic ions
escape, leading to a net lowering of the ion temperature. As is
shown in Fig. 6, this leads to significantly improved ion trap-
ping. The energy lost due to the escape is given by [31]

(23)

The results regarding escape, i.e., (15), (16), and (22), can
be calculated invoking the Fokker–Planck equation. However,
the distribution functions are actually non-Maxwellian because
of the substantial losses for , where is the
minimum velocity for ions of charge state to escape from the
trap axially. Nevertheless, if these losses occur far in the tail of

Fig. 6. Results of simulations of the density and temperature evolution of
various Kr ions without and with continuous injection of neon. In the simulation,
a puff of krypton was injected as a pulse of 1 ms duration. Beam current, I =

100 mA, beam energy, E = 10 keV, and axial potential, V = 100 V were
constant throughout the simulations. Benefits of evaporative cooling are clearly
demonstrated by the lower temperature and longer trapping times achieved when
the neon is being injected.

the distribution functions, appropriate expressions are readily
obtained [16]. Even for the case when the threshold velocity is
approaching the thermal velocity analytic expressions have been
derived from the Fokker–Planck equation [32].

Under most operating conditions, escape limits the equilib-
rium temperatures of the ions to typically 0.1–0.4 (i.e.,

to 10). Lower charge states escape most easily, with the
cooling effect being transferred to higher charge states through
ion–ion collisions (i.e., ion–ion energy exchange). This process
can be deliberately enhanced by introducing a light gas (typi-
cally Ne or ) which is rapidly ionized to its bare state when
it acts to efficiently cool the more highly charged ions.

Ion–ion energy exchange occurs through collisions between
the trapped ions. They interact via long range Coulomb forces.
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The characteristic relaxation time for species to interact with
species in this manner is given by [33]

(24)

where the temperatures are in electronvolts, the density in
, and and are charge and mass

numbers and is the unit atomic mass. Again, is the
ion–ion Coulomb logarithm. In an EBIS/T, scattering occurs
by more than one type of ion so the appropriate frequencies

must be summed to give a characteristic frequency for
the total collision of species with all species. The
dependence in (24) shows the coupling between higher charge
states is strongest (i.e., they have the shortest collision times).
Accordingly, higher charge states tend to share energy most
rapidly, having similar temperatures. The corresponding energy
exchange among the ions is described by the expression

(25)

with being the ion–ion overlap factor. Again the summation
is over the double index , to emphasize it is over all trapped
ions. Finally, adding up the various terms given above we obtain
a set of equations for the temperatures

(26)

which is the energy equivalent to the particle balance (14). Note
that the last two terms on the right hand side are again nonlinear,
being similar to the last term in (14) in that they concern ion–ion
collisions.

There are other less important phenomena including ioniza-
tion heating, which can effect the energy dynamics of ions in
an EBIS/T [17]. It can be shown that assuming ionization oc-
curs uniformly across the electron beam then on average each
ionizing event will result in an increase of the average energy
of the ion of (or less if the depth of the radial well is
reduced by ion compensation). Due to ion–ion collisions, this

, will be shared among the available degrees of freedom,
as dictated by the principle of equipatition. For cold ions, mo-
tion occurs in a simple harmonic potential (since ),
as given by (4) for the two coordinates perpendicular to the
beam axis. This is analogous to an ion in a crystal lattice, so
for each of these coordinates there are two degrees of freedom

for energy storage, corresponding to equal amounts of poten-
tial and kinetic energy. In contrast, the axial potential is like a
square-well (analogous to a gas atom in a box) so there is one
degree of freedom, associated with the kinetic energy. These five
degrees-of-freedom each store of the energy. Hence, the
average change in temperature due to each ionization event is
given by or , i.e., the
initial temperature of ions would be about . Note this is
per ion ionized, independently of how quickly the ionization oc-
curs. Hence, this effect occurs even in the limit [34] and
affects the ion temperature at very early times.

A closely related issue is the use of a square shaped axial
trapping potential, as shown in Fig. 5. The more gently sloped
the end potential walls are, then the greater the proportion of
ions will be found along these regions of rising potential. This
will result in a greater degree of ionizing heating (scaling with

not ) and hence hotter ions, lower electron–ion overlap
factors, and lower ionization rates.

The work done expanding the ion cloud is an important but
often neglected aspect of the energetics of ions in an EBIS/T.
The average potential energy associated with ions of species
is given in dimensions of electronvolts by

(27)

When an ion cloud expands, work must be done as the ions
climb up the potential. The heat capacity of ions of species
is given by

(28)

It is useful to define a critical temperature for ions to just
leave the electron beam: . This temperature then
conveniently scales (28) for all species in the uncompensated
limit (i.e., neglecting space charge of the ions). Fig. 7 shows the
graph of as a function of the scaled temperature, . Nu-
merical calculations which include the effect of compensation
by the trapped ions show similar behavior as would be expected
from asymptotic arguments about the form of this curve.

In the limit of low , the ions have five degrees-of-
freedom as discussed above. Hence in this asymptotic limit

. In the limit of high , the ions are no longer
bound radially to the harmonic region given by (4) but are
now also free to explore parts of potential given by (5). This
means that the potential energy of the ion is no longer a degree
of freedom in which energy can be stored and takes on a
value of 3/2 as is shown asymptotically in Fig. 7. In between
these two limits, can be seen to go through a maximum.
The width and height of the maximum in the curve are
dependent on the distance at which the integral is truncated with
the maximum becoming sharper and higher as this truncation
distance is increased. All of this behavior is highly reminiscent
of a phase transition. However, it is important to realize this
is a second-order phase transition (i.e., one cannot identify
the phase simply by looking at a small localized portion of
the sample) in contrast to the more familiar first-order phase
transitions (e.g., ice to water, where a microscopic sample is
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Fig. 7. C against normalized ion temperature T=T in the uncompensated
limit (i.e., no ionic space charge). Heat capacityC was calculated by truncating
the integrals implicit in (27) and (28) at 150 electron beam radii, an appropriate
value for an EBIS/T corresponding to the typical drift tube radius. Calculated
radial probability densities (i.e., probability of finding a given ion at a given
radius from the electron beam) are shown as shaded distributions for different
temperatures. In each case, the distribution is labeled with the corresponding
temperature in units of T . Horizontal axis for these distributions goes out to
10 electron beam radii with the vertical lines denoting the portion inside the
electron beam. Hence, the area inside the thin line compared to the total area is
the electron ion overlap factor.

sufficient to determine the phase). Furthermore, this is a phase
transition involving the electron beam and the trapped ions
as a system and not just the trapped ions. This type of phase
transition should not be confused with formation of Coulomb
crystals, a first-order phase transition among ions alone.

The existence of the maximum in Fig. 7 indicates that it is
hard to drive the ions radially away from the electron beam
and hence points directly to the basic means of ion trapping
in EBIS/Ts. In a very interesting experiment involving imaging
the ion cloud Porto et al. [35] reported that they were unable to
create ion distributions characteristic of . With con-
siderable effort, by carefully adjusting the trap parameters, Kin-
ugawa et al. [36] were able to access this region and then drive
the ions back through the phase transition with the result being a
sudden burst of X-ray radiation due to the ions collapsing back
into the electron beam along with cooling from axial escape.

The difficulty encountered in forming stable ion distributions
with can be appreciated through examination of the
radial probability distributions. It is hard to drive the ions past
the region because of the increasing heat capacity.
However, when one does, if the system is driven too hard, the
distribution will extend out to the drift tube walls, leading to
considerable radial escape. Indeed, above a value of ,
the distribution can no longer be normalized, meaning the ions
are no longer bound to the electron beam at all.

In summary, the dominant effects in determining the temper-
ature dynamics of the ions are electron beam heating (mostly of
the higher charge states) balanced by cooling due to axial escape
(mostly of the lower charge states). Ion–ion energy exchange
transfers energy from the more highly charged ions down to
the less highly charged ones. Since ion–ion energy exchange
occurs most efficiently between high charge states (frequency
proportional to ), the difference in temperature between
neighboring charge states is expected to decrease as the charge

increases. At short times after trapping is started, ionization
heating can play a role, leading to an initial ion temperature of
about .

E. Upper Bound on EBIS/T Performance

There have been various attempts to model EBIS/T perfor-
mance over the years [37], [38] and this effort continues [28],
[32]. For injection of a single element for which is suffi-
ciently high to create ions of charge state , simulations
require the solution of differential equations. of
these differential equations take the form of (14), representing
the densities of the different charge states present.

Another differential equations represent the tempera-
tures of these charge states, taking account of the various pro-
cesses described in Section II-D, representing each of the en-
ergy-changing effects as a term in a differential equation. If two
elements are being injected into the EBIT, then the number of
equations increases accordingly. The solution of these coupled
differential equations is a time consuming task, requiring the use
of a powerful computer. It is useful to develop a simpler descrip-
tion from which approximate estimates of what an EBIS/T’s
performance can be calculated. Such an estimate can be arrived
at by assuming that the electron beam’s space charge is fully
neutralized in a time as given by (18).

The total number of electrons in the trap at any time is given
by where is the electron charge, is the total beam
current, is the trap length, and is the velocity of electrons in
the beam, given by

(29)

with . Assuming the electron beam is fully com-
pensated by a single trapped species of charge number , there
will be a factor of less trapped ions. For multiple charge states,

is simply interpreted as the average charge number present.
With this assumption, after , the number of ions in the

trap, of length will be . Consider that after this time,
all of these ions are then delivered to another apparatus by emp-
tying the trap. It must be stressed that this is an overestimate but
at least it provides an upper bound on the rate of ion delivery
in terms of a few machine parameters. Combining this equation
with (3) and (18) and making suitable conversion of units, one
arrives at the result for the rate at which ions of charge
can be created as

(30)

where is in electronvolts and all other quantities in SI-units.
For a typical set of parameters ( , , ,

, , ) we estimate from
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(30) a production rate of ions of (with
).

The cross sections can usually be evaluated to suffi-
cient precision using for example the well-known Lotz formula
[39], with a relativistic correction applied [40] where appro-
priate. All of the remaining factors in this equation are directly
determined from a given EBIS/Ts design and operating param-
eters, the charge state required and , the elementary charge.

It must be emphasized that (30) provides an overestimate of
the creation rate for several reasons. In practice, the electron
beam’s space charge cannot be neutralized or trapping will no
longer occur. In any case, before this happens, a significant frac-
tion of the ions will be outside the electron beam as its trapping
potential progressively weakens due to compensation. Further-
more, it takes longer than for significant compensation to
occur.

F. Ion Extraction

Ions can leave the trap along the beam axis traveling toward
the collector by passing over the potential barrier provided by
the final drift tube. The horn shape of the final drift tube (see
Fig. 5) is fashioned so that once over the maximum in the poten-
tial barrier, the space charge potential gently accelerates the ions
further along the beam axis and out of the trap region. Once out
of the trap region, these ions are quickly accelerated along the
beam axis toward the collector. Some of these ions pass through
the collector assembly, including a final extractor electrode to
enter a beam optics system. The exact nature of this beam op-
tics depends on the particular application but usually includes
a charge selection magnet (Wien filter) so that a single charge
state can be selected for subsequent use.

There are various extraction modes possible, depending on
the voltage waveforms applied to the drift tube system. The sim-
plest to implement is leaky mode extraction where ions escape
axially as described in Section II-D. As described previously,
when working in this mode, it is usual to configure the trap
asymmetrically so ions escape moving toward the collector as
desired.

Pulses of ions can be extracted (pulsed mode), by either
raising the potential of the central drift-tube above that of the
two end drift tubes or by lowering the potential of the final
drift tube, with either change occurring typically in a few
milliseconds. Although the two pulsed expulsion methods are
similar, raising the potential of the central drift-tube has the
advantage that the ions all leave the trap from the same potential
throughout the extraction process and hence are equally well
matched to the ion optics. Essentially, the time-varying poten-
tial applied to the central drift tube acts as a potential elevator
for the colder ions. Leaky mode tends to be less effective at
extracting the highest charge states trapped as they have lower
escape rates. However, the energy distribution of the leaky
mode ions is narrower.

If one considers pulsed mode extraction with a period of ,
the rate of delivery into an experiment might be considered to be
that given by (30). It is important to note that the extraction effi-
ciency is typically 10% or less. That is to say that the majority of
the ions leaving the trap are lost (usually in the collector) rather

than being successfully delivered into the subsequent apparatus.
Just as the electron beam expands as the magnetic field reduces
from the trap region toward the collector, so too does the ex-
tracted ions beam, with many of the ions hitting the electrodes
in the collector structure. The greater the ion temperature, the
greater is this expansion so the extraction efficiency tend to fall
as the ion temperature rises. Finally, in general, several charge
states will be present in the trap so if a single charge state is
then selected, the ion yield will again fall. Typically, in practice,
the rate of ion delivery from an EBIS/T is one or two orders of
magnitude less than that estimated from (30).

In some applications, there are specific timing requirements
whereby the ions must be delivered in short pulse length
bunches due to the demands of the system being served by the
EBIS/T. An example of this requirement is single turn injection
into a synchrotron for hadron therapy [41] where pulse times of
the order of 1 are required. To achieve such short pulse times,
the drift tubes can be carefully fashioned to interpenetrate each
other. Then, when set to the voltages required to extract the
ions, a smooth linear potential gradient is created rather than
a staircase, negating the effect of the increased space charge
of the uncompensated electron beam acting behind the ion
cloud as it is extracted from the trap. Combining this particular
drift tube structure with appropriate, fast rise time waveforms
applied, one to each drift tube results in complete extraction of
the ions on a microsecond time scale as required [41].

In contrast, in the pulsed evaporative cooling scheme [36],
the electrostatic trap potential is gradually reduced so hotter ions
are sacrificially evaporated leading to cooling (see Section II-D)
and contraction of the ion cloud (see Section II-B). Toward the
end of this extraction process, ions leaving the trap have a very
narrow energy spread whilst retaining the higher charge states
in the extracted ion distribution. This narrow energy spread is
ideal for efficient ion extraction although the pulse length of the
extracted ions must be long, rendering this technique unsuitable
for many applications.

III. EXPERIMENTS RELATED TO MACHINE PHYSICS

A. Measured Charge Balance Dynamics

It is possible to measure the charge balance dynamics in two
distinct ways. One can start with an open trap, close it and ex-
tract ions after a given cooking time. Passing these ions through
a charge separating magnet and onto a detector, one can mea-
sure the yield of a given charge state. By changing the cooking
time systematically, the charge balance as a function of time can
be determined.

Fig. 8 shows an example of such a measurement. Notice that
in between the peaks due to dumping of the ions, there is a
slowly rising rate of ion detection due to the ions which are es-
caping from the trap. This is indicative that the temperature of
the ions is changing along with the charge balance. The extrac-
tion efficiency is a function of the ion temperature so it is dif-
ficult to directly infer the charge balance dynamics from such
data although it can provide a rough guide of the charge balance
dynamics. However, as is discussed in Section III-B, compar-
ison between the yield of escaping ions and dumped ions can be
used to infer the temperature from such data.
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Fig. 8. Measured yields of Ar , Ar , and Ar through a cycle of
lengthening cooking times. Apart from the changing of the central drift tube
potential to dump the ions, the machine parameters were kept constant with
values of E = 20 keV, I = 60mA, B = 4 T. During the cooking periods,
a 10 V difference was applied to the final drift tube with respect to the central,
corresponding to V � 16 V.

Fig. 9. Measured densities of Ti (squares), Ti (circles), Ti

(triangles) and Ti (inverted triangles) as a function of time since
injection compared to a simulation of the same. Conditions assumed for the
simulation match those of the experiment and are B = 4:0 T, r = 30 �m,
I = 50 mA, initial Ti density = 4:0 � 10 cm , constant Ne neutral
density = 2:0� 10 cm . Beam energy was scanned from 11 to 3 kV, then
from 3 to 11 kV, within a period of 4 ms [28].

A more useful diagnostic of charge balance dynamics can
be made through measurement of characteristic photons which
leave the trap region of an EBIT. Fig. 9 shows the results of
analysing the time dependence of such characteristic photons
during an experiment where the beam energy was being rapidly
swept with a triangular waveform across a group of dielectronic
recombination resonances. This data is rich in physical informa-
tion and can be analyzed to determine the resonance strengths
of some of these resonances [42]. This data also contains char-
acteristic signals related to different charge states of the trapped
ions from which the number of ions inside the electron beam
can be determined. It is important to note that these density de-
terminations are independent of the electron beam radius and
give the average density across the electron beam.

Fig. 10. Measured temperature ofAr andAr ions as a function of time
after the trap was closed (i.e., ion creation initiated). Conditions are the same as
those given in Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 shows the results of such a measurement and compar-
ison with simulation. The hydrogen-like density was in-
ferred from the radiative recombination signal which occurs at
all electron beam energies. The helium-like density was
inferred from the KLL (i.e. one electron has been removed from
the K shell with it and a new electron each populating the L
shell) dielectronic recombination resonance which is clearly re-
solved from the same resonance occurring in other charge states.
Similarly, the lithium-like density was inferred from the
KLM (one electron has been removed from the K shell with it
and a new electron, one in each, populating the L and M shells)
dielectronic recombination resonance. Since the cross section
(or resonance strength) is well known for each of these processes
and total detection efficiency of the system can be determined
from geometrical factors and known window absorptions, it is
possible to convert detected photon rates into absolute densities
of trapped ions for each of these characteristic signals.

The beam energy is swept so that rapidly, for each period of
the beam energy waveform the charge balance can be considered
constant. The comparison to these measurements was made in
the framework described in Section II. However, the presence
of the dielectronic recombination resonances acts to increase
the recombination rate. This can be accounted for in (14) by
replacing with the correctly weighted average of the di-
electronic and radiative recombination cross sections. Indeed, if
this is not done, there is not such good agreement between the
measured and simulated charge balance dynamics [28].

In making such comparisons, there is considerable uncer-
tainty regarding the initially injected densities. In practice the
initial density is adjusted to match the final observed ion
densities while the simulations are fairly insensitive to the con-
stant neutral density.

B. Temperature Dynamics

As described in (15) and (16), the axial escape rate is a func-
tion of the temperature of the ions. By comparing the relative
numbers of dumped and escaping ions for two adjacent (high)
charge states as a function of time, it is possible to track the tem-
perature dynamics. Fig. 10 shows the results of such an analysis.
In the limit , the measured temperature is not zero, because
of ionization heating [34]. Using the machine parameters, this
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Fig. 11. Measured temperature distribution of Ar ions as a function of time
after the trap was closed (i.e., ion creation initiated). Conditions are the same as
those given in Fig. 8.

temperature is predicted to be 23 eV from the ionization heating
analysis , as described in Section II-D.
This is in good agreement with the observation. The temper-
ature of the ions subsequently increases due to electron beam
heating until it eventually attains an equilibrium value, again as
predicted by the machine physics outlined in Section II.

By further modeling the temperature as a quadratic function
of charge state, the full temperature dynamics of the trapped
ions can be recovered [34], as shown in Fig. 11. Temperatures
increase with both time and with charge state as expected. Also,
the increase with charge state becomes less for higher charge
states, again as predicted.

C. Sawtooth Oscillations

Although the comparisons between the predicted and mea-
sured machine physics outlined above give confidence on the
general model, the phenomena all happen on relatively long
time scales. Furthermore, none of the phenomena observed can
in any sense be described as a surprise. The true value of any
predictive model is that it can account for observations which
were not previously expected. One such phenomenon is saw-
tooth oscillations observed in EBIS/Ts.

The characteristic times for establishing ionization equilib-
rium in an EBIS/T is of the order of 0.1–1 s. For a long time,
it was the common opinion that on this scale, any relaxation to
a new stationary state should occur. It was, therefore, a great
surprise when sawtooth like instabilities with periodic inter-
vals of several seconds were observed for the first time in the
Berlin EBIT [43]. Such effects do occur when, in addition to a
heavy component, a light element is injected into the trap for
cooling purposes. As has already been mentioned, this evapora-
tive cooling is essential for the production and storage of very
highly charged ions. A substantial prerequisite for the creation
of sawtooth oscillations is that the commonly applied conditions
for the cooling technique are changed: the rate at which the light
element (coolant gas) is added to the trap is much larger than the
influx of the heavy component. Because of the low influx of the

Fig. 12. Upper plot: Measured current of ions expelled from the trap in axial
direction. Lower plot: Corresponding time profile of n = 2� 1 and n = 3� 2

emission spectra of Kr and Xe ions. Fixed parameters: E = 5 keV, V =

10 V, pressure ratio: p =p = 85:0 (reproduced with permission [32]).

heavy atoms, they concentrate in the trap during an extended ac-
cumulation period (several seconds) until the cooling from the
(decreased) low-Z ions is no longer sufficient and a sudden col-
lapse of the ion population occurs.

Whereas first measurements [31], [43] were carried out for a
mixture of argon and barium ions, in more recent studies [32], a
continuous flow of xenon atoms is mixed with argon

or krypton as a coolant. Fig. 12 shows an
example for the Xe–Kr combination. The EBIT was operated in
a static mode where all experimental parameters (applied volt-
ages, beam current, magnetic field strength, gas flow) were kept
constant. The electron-beam energy was fixed at ,
limiting the ionization to the maximum charge state of Kr to

, and Xe to . Characteristic X-ray spectra of the con-
fined ions were measured in the range 500 eV to 15 keV using
a solid-state Ge detector. The pulse-height information of the
X-ray energy was digitized by an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) and counted by a multichannel scaler as a function of
time. In the lower part of Fig. 12, time traces representative for
Kr and Xe ion concentrations are shown by the X-ray intensity
for and transitions.

The prominent sawtooth structure of the X-ray emission is
clear evidence that the population in the trap does not reach a
steady state. The signal for Kr (Xe) ions decreases (increases)
steadily over successive time periods of about 8 s. Toward the
end of each period, a sudden drop in the intensity is observed in
the radiation, indicating rapid ion expulsion from the trap. The
particles are mainly lost parallel to the beam axis as is demon-
strated by the measured current trace in Fig. 12 (top). This cur-
rent was measured by capturing the escaping ions in a Faraday
cap at the end of the EBIT. There is always a drastic reduction of
the inventory of the cooling ions (Kr) at the final crash of each
sawtooth while the loss of the high Z-component (Xe) is much
less pronounced. This difference in behavior of ion expulsion
is indicative for a strong outflow of energy transferred from the
higher charge state Xe ions to the Kr ions leaving the trap.

In an extended parameter study, the beam current
– , axial voltage trap potential –

and the magnetic field strength – were varied
to find out under which conditions sawtooth behavior occurs. It
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was found that for each parameter the sawtooth phenomenon
exists only within well defined windows. As a striking example,
it is observed that in a Xe-Ar mixture, a repetition time of 5
s is found for . However, increasing the current
marginally to 102 mA, there is just one single crash at the
beginning; thereafter, the system is in a completely stationary
mode. Clearly, this phenomenon is very sensitive to the ma-
chine parameters and as such it is an excellent benchmark of
the proper description of EBIS/T machine physics.

It is encouraging that the sawtooth phenomenon is observed
in at least two independent implementations of models of the
machine physics of EBIS/Ts [28], [32] constructed broadly
along the lines outlined in Section II. However, the agreement
is still at the phenomenological level. The exact ranges of
parameters over which the phenomenon is observed, the period
and depth of the sawtooth have not yet been shown to be in
good agreement. Current activity is directed toward improving
the machine physics to give better agreement with the observed
sawtooth data. It is worth noting that it is very hard to ascertain
the true neutral density in the trap, which is one of the parame-
ters the sawtooth phenomenon is sensitive to.

From a mathematical point of view, the sawtooth events are
assigned to a Hopf-bifurcation: the system bounces between two
extreme states. Physically, their occurrence may be explained
along the following line using the xenon–argon system as an
example: Xe ions accumulate in the trap at low temperature.
They are cooled by the Ar ions which in turn escape from the
trap more rapidly because of their lower charge. Ar-ions are
thus continuously replaced by Xe-ions. This process continues
until the cooling capability is considerably reduced because of
insufficient Ar density. As a consequence, the ion temperatures
rise substantially thereby enhancing the particles losses further.
In particular, the lower charge state Ar ions are confined less
well in the trapping potential and are almost completely lost by
axial escape. The production of Ar-ions in the higher charge
state via ionization is thereby also effectively suppressed. Xe
ions are also driven out from the trap but to a lesser extent. Once
their density is markedly decreased, the rate at which energy is
transferred to the Ar ions slows down. This allows fresh Ar ions
to populate the trap and stay longer in the electron beam. The
ions are confined at the low initial temperature and concentrate
in the trap until their density becomes sufficiently high that the
competition between Ar and Xe starts again.

IV. CONCLUSION

The general form of EBIS/Ts has been described briefly with
the various constituent parts being described in turn. Following
this, the machine physics underlying EBIS/Ts has been dis-
cussed with reference to a wide range of atomic and plasma
physics processes which occur inside the trap. Some diagnostic
measurements have been presented which broadly support this
model of the machine physics. In particular, the importance of
proper understanding of the energetics of the trapped ions and
the importance of the sawtooth phenomenon have been empha-
sized. The range of machines in operation or currently under de-
velopment (see for example, [13]) indicates that this is a lively
and ongoing field.
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